Subject
Area
Mathematics

Key Vocab

Key Knowledge

Activities (and resource links)

Digit

L.O: Can I add 2 digit and 1 digit numbers together?

This Place Value Basketball game will help you to understand the concept
of hundreds, tens and ones.
https://www.topmarks.co.uk/learning-to-count/place-value-basketball

Value
Total
Addition
Partition

Can you Partition the following 2digit numbers?

Extension/Challenge: Using the partitioning method, find the totals to
the following number sentences.

16+5=
13+3=
11+8=
English

Expanded noun
phrases

35+4=
36+2=
46+4=

57+8=
86+5=
74+9=

Can I write expanded noun phrases?
Watch the video to learn what an adjective is (describing word) and a
noun (naming word).
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hifcUYaACzI&safe=active

Verbs

Adjectives

Cut out the adjectives and noun word cards and sort them into the
correct category.
Watch the expanded noun phrases video. Explain to your child that when
adjectives and nouns are put together in a sentence it's called an expanded noun
phrase. adjective+ noun= expanded noun phrase. The adjective must come before

the noun.
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/zwwp8mn/articles/z3nfw6f
Nouns

Look at the picture of the lion cub. Think of expanded noun phrases to describe
parts of his body. e.g. The cub has tiny paws. Write your expanded noun phrases.
Explain that verbs are action words. They describe what a someone is doing or
thinking. Play charades and guess what verb is being performed. E.g. running,
jumping, sleeping singing. Etc.

Read ‘One Day On Our Blue Planet in the Savannah’ up to 2 minutes 22 seconds.
Write expanded noun phrases to describe the river picture. Include adjectives,
nouns and verbs.
for example: The fierce lion is drinking cool water. A sneaky crocodile is hiding.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XeS5u_5w5Bs&safe=active
Art

Self- portrait
Proportion
Facial features

Can I apply guided drawing skills in my own
drawing?
Can I study ideas and techniques of a specific
artist/artwork and create art work based on that?

Frida Kahlo

Personal,
Social and
Emotional
(Life Skills)

family
trust

https://www.bbc.co.uk/teach/class-clips-video/how-to-draw-aportrait/zk28qp3
Have a go at drawing a self- portrait based on the techniques above.
Look in a mirror and talk about where the features of your face are in
comparison to each other.
Look at the work of Frida Kahlo
https://kidworldcitizen.org/kids-learn-frida-kahlo-mexican-artistextraordinaire/
Frida Kahlo painted self- portraits, surrounding herself with the things
she loved. Draw a picture of yourself and include some of your favourite
things (animals, plants, toys).

LO: Can I show tolerance & respect for all types
of families?

Discuss what a family means to you.
What would you say to someone....
• If they were being bullied for having 2 dads?

•
•

If they said families should all have the same skin colour?
If they laughed at another child because their brother was in a
wheel chair?

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ztWv-inB938&safe=active
Draw and label 4 different families.

